DISTANCE TO PROPERTY LINE VARIES 1'-0" MIN

WIDTH SIDEWALK VARIES

DISTANCE FROM FACE OF CURB VARIES

FACE OF CURB 2" MIN

PROPERTY LINE

PIPE SLOPE 1.56%

FACE OF CURB 2" MIN

WALK THICKNESS 8" FOR A DISTANCE OF 1'-0" BEYOND EACH SIDE OF PIPE

3" MIN I.D. PIPE PER ITEM 603 - TYPE E - 720.08 (PVC) ***

DISTANCE FROM FACE OF CURB VARIES 1'-0" MIN

WIDTH SIDEWALK VARIES

FACE OF CURB 2" MIN

PROPERTY LINE

SLOPE: VARIES

3" MIN I.D. PIPE PER ITEM 603 - TYPE E - 720.08 (PVC) ***

WALK THICKNESS 8" FOR A DISTANCE 1'-0" BEYOND EACH SIDE OF PIPE

* APPLICABLE ONLY WHERE THICKNESS OF CONCRETE OVER PIPE IS LESS THAN 4".

** SLOPE 1.56% ON SIDEWALK AREA.

*** IF THERE IS EXISTING ROOF DRAIN PIPE, THEN MATCH EXISTING SIZE.

IF EXISTING ROOF DRAIN IS LARGER THAN 3", RUN SMALLER PARALLELPIPES TO MAINTAIN 3" PIPE AT FACE OF CURB.

MOUNTABLE CURB SHALL BE CORE DRILLED ONLY FOR ROOF DRAIN OPENING.

PIPE ROOF DRAIN
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